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sign in to your adobe account to install adobe acrobat pro dc. once the software is installed, launch
acrobat pro dc and follow the prompts to sign in. if you are prompted to activate the software again
you must do so. you will be prompted to sign in with your adobe id. if your adobe id is already
associated with your acrobat pro dc license, you are all set. if you do not have a valid id or your id is
not authorized, you will be prompted to register you can choose to install acrobat pro on your
desktop, run acrobat pro online on your browser or do both. if you intend to install acrobat on your
desktop computer, your free trial expires when you are prompted to install acrobat on desktop or
when the trial ends. if you intend to install acrobat on your browser, the trial period is up when you
have accessed acrobat on your browser at least once. advanced features print, sign, and fax pdf
files. pdf files can be printed and signed at the same time. documents that are printed or signed are
saved automatically as pdf. insert, extract, and repair pdf files adobe incopy, indesign, edge
animate, and adobe livecycle, including pdf forms and tables. with acrobat pro dc, you can create,
edit, and securely deliver documents from any desktop or mobile device. acrobat pro dc features
include: search and find text in all files add and update hyperlinks and navigate between pages in
the same document view and modify pdf forms remove watermark from scanned images insert and
modify images
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movies, music, photos, and videos are easy to view and share on your computer or mobile device.
acrobat pro dc is an all-in-one solution with a variety of tools you need to convert, annotate, sign,

and share your documents with others. acrobat pro dc makes it easier to collaborate on documents
with multiple users so everyone is updated and stays on track. and you can add your own unique
style using the professional tools provided in acrobat pro dc, which includes the ability to fill, sign,
and share forms from a mobile device. acrobat is the easiest, most intuitive way to view, annotate,

and sign pdf documents. you can create and edit pdf documents, fill, sign, and send forms on a
mobile device. you can view pdfs from anywhere in the office or on the web, including a standard

web browser and all kinds of mobile devices. when you are ready to share, you can create, sign, and
send documents anywhere you have an internet connection. access pdf files on your computer or a
web browser or sign and send documents on a mobile device. acrobat pro dc has a variety of tools
for creating, editing, signing, converting, annotating, and annotating. to keep a single signature on

multiple pages, add the signature to the page where it will be viewed first. the “forward only” option
keeps the pdf structure intact, but removes all annotations and signatures on previous pages. save
digital signatures for use with pdfs. include user signatures when you share pdfs with others. users

can add comments to a pdf and annotate a signature. signatures can be applied to a page of the pdf
that will be viewed first, or other pages. keep a single signature on multiple pages. 5ec8ef588b
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